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`unsubscribe_code`='0334' SELECT `contacts`.`id`
FROM `contacts` WHERE `unsubscribe_code` =

'0328' returns... contacts.id 3 but... update `contacts`
set `unsubscribe_code`='0328' where

`unsubscribe_code`='0334' gives ERROR 1064
(42000): You have an error in your SQL syntax;

check the manual that corresponds to your MySQL
server version for the right syntax to use near'set

`unsubscribe_code`='0328' where
`unsubscribe_code`='0334' UPDATE `contacts`
WHERE `unsubscribe_code` = '0334' returns

ERROR 1054 (42S22): Unknown column
'unsubscribe_code' in 'where clause' EDIT : The
problem is with the two queries I posted. Update

works, but when I attempt to use the column value in
an update, it fails. It should work. The fields are
identical in both tables. Also, SELECT * FROM

contacts and SELECT * FROM contacts WHERE
unsubscribe_code='0334' both return 1 result. Why

isn't this working
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On August 31, 1997, at the Byte magazine Game
Developers Conference, Game Boy Color was

announced as the next generation handheld gaming
console. It was released by Nintendo in September
1999 in Japan and released outside the country in
December 1999 in Europe and North America. It

was also released in Latin America in 2001 in
Mexico and Brazil. Game Boy Color was the first
gaming console to be released that used a wide-
screen LCD screen, as opposed to the previous

generation's monochrome screen. It became Game
Boy Color's last major release with a Game Boy-style

shell, as the functionality of the system was
eventually incorporated into Game Boy Advance.

The GB Color was also the first Nintendo handheld
to be sold pre-charged, so it was not necessary to use

the included charger. Nintendo Game Boy Color -
Wikipedia Nintendo Game Boy Color (often abbrevi
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